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Introduction
The entry of just under 5,000 candidates showed the full range of marks. There were some very
impressive responses which showed clear recognition of the focus of the set question and responded
with precise and specific details. It is very noticeable that candidates who have underlined or
highlighted the key words in the set question often score the higher levels.
This is now the third examination paper of this specification. It was noticeable that some students’
responses gave a learnt response to a previously used examination question, rather than recognising
the focus of the particular set question in this examination. These responses invariably remained in
level 2.
As the June 2010 Principal Examiner’s report commented, candidates should be reminded on the
role of stimulus material for questions 3, 4,5b and 6b. In this examination paper, bullet points were
used although centres are reminded that in some examination series the stimulus material may take
the form of a visual stimulus, a graph or a short piece of continuous prose. There are examples of
questions with stimulus other than bullet points in the second set of Specimen Assessment Materials
which are on the main EdExcel website for GCSE History B. The stimulus material is offered as a
prompt to students of some of the main issues and the chronological time span for the particular
question being attempted. The stimulus also often prompts students in questions 5b and 6b towards
debate and evaluation which will frequently result in levels 3 and 4 responses.
The stimulus material does not have to be used at all and this is often the case with the highest
scoring responses. Conversely, students should not rely on the stimulus material alone or simply
rewrite the provided material in their own words – both of which invariably result in a low scoring
response.
There was a noticeable pattern on Questions 5 and 6 of some candidates scoring very highly on part
a) without perhaps realising what content area was then required for the following part b). Some
centres might wish to spend some time reminding students of the need to look at both parts of
Questions 5 and 6 before they make their final choice.
There were also a few scripts where some students appeared to have started with the final question
first. They had written excellent Level 4 answers for the final question and high scoring Level 3
answers for the preceding questions – but then unfortunately had insufficient time to complete
questions 1 and 2. It is worth reminding candidates about timing their responses appropriately – no
matter which order they choose to answer the questions.
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Question
There were some very good inferences from the source about how education was used by the Nazi
government to spread anti-Semitic beliefs. The source was used to support inferences such as
spreading propaganda through education, indoctrinating children with anti-Semitic ideas and the
Aryan characteristics of the children in the illustration. However, some candidates tended to use their
own knowledge and write all they knew (sometimes at great length) about the topic and made no
reference to the source at all. Some weaker candidates looked at the content of the source and simply
described what they could see in the picture.
Question 1 is always testing the student's ability to comprehend and make a supported inference

Examiner Comments
This student has made a clear inference which is supported from the source.

Examiner Tip
Always make sure that you refer clearly to the source in this question.
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Question 2
Level 3 answers on the Nuremberg Laws were explicit about how the legislation affected the lives
of German Jews. Such responses commented on a combination of the denial of citizenship, the
removal of other legal, political and professional rights and the overall general effects of being more
segregated from the rest of German society. There were also many clear and specific references made
about restrictions on marriage between German Jews and Aryans. The highest responses explained
this as part of the Nazi government’s desire to create a pure Aryan race as well as hatred towards the
Jews. Level 2 responses for the Nuremberg Laws generally described one aspect of the Nuremberg
Laws but then tended to either drift away from the set question and write about other aspects of
anti-Semitism in Nazi Germany which were irrelevant to this set question (such as being forced to
wear the Star of David, the banning of Jewish children from schools, the shop boycott, or being
banned from public places).
On the Kristallnacht option, Level 3 answers had specific knowledge on the actual events and also
focused on its impact on the economic livelihood of many German Jews, the sense of violence and
escalation of anti-Semitism, and how it led to an increase in emigration from Germany. Level 2
answers were mainly descriptions of the events surrounding Kristallnacht itself and then sometimes
drifted from the set question to write about the use of ghettos and sometimes the Final Solution.
For both options, Level 1 responses tended to be general comments which could often apply to either,
such as “they were treated badly,” “their lives were more difficult,” or the student wrote their own
opinions on what they thought of the Nazi government’s anti-Semitism.
The focus of this question was on how the measure chosen affected the lives of Jews in Germany
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Examiner Comments
This student shows an understanding of the effects
of Kristallnacht and its significance. There are specifc
and precise supporting details.

Examiner Tip
Make sure you only answer ONE of the boxes in
question 2.
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Question 3
This was chosen by far less candidates than the parallel Question 4. Those candidates that choose to
answer this question often scored Level 3 by focusing on the “control” thrust of the question. These
responses also often distinguished between the Protestant and Catholic Churches. Here the responses
focused on “control” and explained a number of reasons such as the why the Nazi government made
the Concordat with the Catholic Church (some commented on its later reversal), the banning of
church youth groups, the setting up of the Reich Church and the treatment of individuals such as
Niemöller and Bonhoeffer. Level 2 answers were often descriptions of the Reich Church, narratives on
individuals such as Niemöller, or descriptions about the Nazi government’s treatment of Christianity
in general. Level 1 answers were often simple statements such as “church leaders were sent to
concentration camps” or “they closed them down.”

Question 4
Level 3 answers focused on the changes in lives of women during the Nazi period with regard to the
Nazi government’s expectations and legislation. They explained various changes such as employment,
clothing, makeup, and the role expected of women in the home with specific details on marriage
loans, the awarding of medals and “Children, Church and Cooking” slogan. Some very high scoring
candidates also stressed the importance of women in Nazi propaganda for the future Aryan race and
some used the third bullet point to comment on the change in Nazi policy from 1936 onwards with
the need for workers with German rearmament (although some argued that the change in 1936 was
because the war had started). Although it is not on the specification and therefore not part of the
mark scheme, some candidates were rightly rewarded for contrasting the lives of women under the
Nazi government with the freedoms gained and enjoyed during the Weimar period. A large amount
of answers lay in Level 2. These candidates described the lives of women in Nazi Germany without
focusing on the change aspect of the question or failed to take account of the chronological date span
of the question and included details about the role of women during the Second World War. Level 1
responses were simple comments like “they had lots of children” or “they stayed at home.”
The focus of the question was on change and students should also note any time frame in the question
- in this instance the question was 1933-1939.
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Examiner Comments
This answer shows the focus of the question and can support various changes
with sufficient accurate and relevant detail. It is a level 3 answer.

Examiner Tip
Always make sure that you notice any dates in the question which in this
examination was 1933 to 1939. This question for example is not about women in
Nazi Germany during the Second World War.
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Question 5
Part a) Level 3 responses had a clear understanding of the reorganisation, tactics and methods used by
the Nazi period to gain support in the years 1924-1929. They invariably commented on the effects of
the Beer Hall Putsch and Hitler’s time spent in prison together with ideas in “Mein Kampf” about how
the Nazis now wanted to gain power through the democratic system. These responses also explained
how the Nazis worked to broaden their electoral appeal and often commented on the impact of the Wall
Street Crash. Level 2 responses were general accounts which showed a lack of specific relevance to the
period 1924 to 1929 with descriptions of meetings, posters, propaganda and rallies. Level 1 responses
were often simple comments such as “Hitler made speeches” and “The Nazis promised things.” Many
candidates failed to recognise the time frame of the question at all and so offered responses which dealt
only with post 1933 such as “Strength Through Joy” or promises of Volkswagen cars.
Part b) Level 4 answers offered an analysis on the relative impact of the Treaty of Versailles on the
problems Germany was facing in 1923. They were able to weigh up the role of the treaty in causing
Germany’s economic problems in 1923 and often used the bullet point on the Weimar Constitution to
analyse how the political problems were not all due to the treaty itself. Level 3 answers explained
the how the Treaty of Versailles did or did not cause Germany’s problems in 1923. In Level 2 most
candidates gave detailed descriptions of the terms of the Treaty of Versailles and/or narrated the
events of 1923 and in particular described many examples of hyper-inﬂation.

Question 6
Part a) Level 3 responses focused on the work of Goebbels and gave developed explanations on the
range of Goebbels’ work (rallies, posters, cinema, radios, loudspeakers) and the highest responses
often included comments on censorship and Goebbels’ role in the book-burning and/or specific details
such as “The Eternal Jew.” Level 2 responses were more general answers on Nazi propaganda rather
than on Goebbels himself.
Level 1 responses were often simple comments such as “he controlled things” or even wrote at
length about Goebbels’ last days in the bunker. Some candidates mistakenly wrote about Goebbels
controlling education or being in charge of concentration camps and the Final Solution.
Part b) Level 4 responses were able to make a sustained judgement about the importance of
terror in Hitler’s rise to total power. These responses often made a judgement at the outset and
then considered a range of other factors; but did not deviate from their original judgement in the
conclusion. They had detailed and specific knowledge on Hitler’s rise to total power between 1933 and
1934. Level 3 responses focussed directly on the question and produced an explanation of Hitler’s rise
to power with specific examples of the use of terror such as the Reichstag Fire and the Night of the
Long Knives. Others argued that the death of Hindenburg or propaganda were more important than the
use of terror. Level 2 answers were generally a narrative of 1933 to 1934 and these students often only
saw terror as directed only at the Jewish population. Level 1 response were often general comments
about “people were sent to camps” or “people got beaten up.”
The b) part of questions 5 and 6 include Level 4. This assesses the student's ability to analyse and
wiegh up various factors and to arrive at a sustained judgement.
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Examiner Comments
This answer clealy explains the importance of
Goebbels in part a) and supports points made.
In b) they assess the part played by terror in
Hitler’s rise to power.

Examiner Tip
Make sure you look at both the a) and b) parts of
both questions 5 and 6 before you decide which one
to answer.
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Some centres might wish to spend time reinforcing with students:
a) the importance of timing themselves in the exam
b) the rubric of the examination
c) the role of the stimulus material
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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